crying elephant. mom's favorite
black snow
sudden fire
irreparable
accident
lost ring
failed heroes

laughter

dead sister
crying baby.
unshed tears
music swells
divided
s/he gasps
green flickering

elephant closet. new camera
spring riot
blood drips
destruction
one falls

looking down

Make a wish.

poisoned cup

Levees break in
the storm.

desperation

Hero's intended
misguidedly
marries
Adversary.

family visit

grinding
good intentions

It sits alone.

clicking ticking

licked
undead enemy
roses blushing

heat
thieves honor

courage

dank
dead friends
dry Wine
determination

moist
weary hero
humid
monkeys paw

S/he pulls the
trigger

threatened

The only vial with
the antidote
shatters on the
floor.

summer sounds dark tides

hidden anger

deceptive friend
pillow

sword circus
no more

The clock struck
midnight.

Split apart at the
seams.

S/He falls into a
dark room.

S/he finds a
treasure but
her/his life is
changed.

s/he laughs

dark sleep

chaos

S/he gets
challenged by a
long-time rival.

Using weather to
indicate mood.

aromatic

S/he rides
across the field.

Conversation
while posing for
a family portrait.

faceoff

House smolders
after ferocious
flame.

restless dreams despair

hateful agony
weapon

third wedding
inconclusive
maybe next
shy glances
country music
riches untold

timeless

flashing lights

betrayed

family reunion
bunions
smoke

lost

S/he is
overcome by
illness.

empty Sky
frutration
isolation
revolutionary

disappointment
desperation

damp musky

S/he discovers
something new

elusive cure

Fire alarm goes
off.

hidden

S/he went line
dancing.

The dark hole is cold
but s/he feels things
moving among the
dirt around him/her.

colorful

S/he creates
something
beautiful.

A glimpse of the
future.

Overcome by
pain.

new shoes

The stench of
rot.

Her lonesome
cry pierced the
night air.

crying

An interrupted
performance.

She only revealed
her secret to the
person she believed
was her best friend.

piercing cry

They crash to
the earth.

true friends

buttered

Interlude for tea

star bright

long walk

Taking credit for
someone else's
work.

